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SECTION I

ABSTRACT

This paper advocates a programming methodology using message passing. Efficient programs are
derived for fast exponentiation, merging ordered sequences, and path existence determination in a
directed graph. The problems have been proposed by John Reynolds as interesting ones to investigate
because they. illustrate significant issues in programming. The methodology advocated here is directed
toward the production of programs that are intended to execute efficiently in a computing environment
with many processors. The absence of the COTO construct does not seem to be constricting in any
respect in the development of efficient programs using the programming methodology advocated here.

SECTION II

---

INTRODUCTION

The programming problems arising from use of the GOTO construct have become well known
over the last decade. However, removal of the construct from traditional programming languages has
been found by many to be constricting and to result in inefficient programs. A number of proposals
have been advanced to allow the construct in a restricted way e.g. Knuth: 1974 and Reynolds: 19771.
For the past several years I have been investigating the message passing metaphor of computation
and have found that it can be used to conveniently and efficiently implement iterative programs.
PLASMA [Hewitt and Smith: 1975] seems to have been the first concurrent programming language with
no special primitive control constructs for iteration. Iteration emerges as one of the patterns of passing
messages that is inherent in the basic structure of PLASMA. The underlying message passing semantics
of the language [Greif and Hewitt: 1975, Hewitt 1977, Hewitt and Baker: 1977, Hewitt and Attardl: 1978]
led directly to the development of this paradigm for iteration. Before the development of PLASMA the
general view [Allen and Cocke: 1972; Paterson and Hewitt: 1970; Strong: 1971] was that certain recursive
procedures (sometimes called "tail-recursive"] could be recognized by the compiler and "translated" Into
iterative loops using the GOTO construct. On a message passing machine in a language like PLASMA,
no such "recognition" and "translation" is necessary.
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In this paper three problems for which Reynolds 0977] has developed implementations using the
COTO construct are examined. Using the programming methodology advocated here, I did not find the
absence of the GOTO construct to be a limitation in the development of efficient implementations for
any of the problems. However, this does not say that Reynolds [1977] and Knuth [1974] are incorrect in
their claim that the absence of the GOTO construct can be constricting in a more traditional
programming methodology. In my view the fundamental limitation of the GOTO construct is that it
provides for the transfer of control to the target site of the COTO without allowing for the possibility of
sending along a message with the transfer of control. Thus the only way to provide information to the
target site of a GOTO is to use a side effect on some resource shared with the target site.

SECTION III ---

FAST EXPONENTIATION

The first problem that will be investigated is to efficiently compute x". I.e. the goal is to develop
an program called exponentiate satisfying the following specification:
if (n 1 0) then (exponentiale.x n) a xn
To synthesize this program notice the following facts:
(exponentiate x 0) = 1
if (n > 0) shen (exponentiute x n) = (x * (exponentlate x (n - 1)))
In the implementation, use will be made of a riles expression of the following form:
(rules expression
(pattern, -+.body)
else

body +1 )
such that if the value of expression matches any of the patter then the corresponding body. is executed
else bodyn+1 is executed. If the value of expression matches more than one of the patterni then an
arbitrary one of the corresponding body i is selected to be executed. The rales expression is related to the
guarded commands of Dijkstra [1975] but is derived from an independent source: the PLANNER-like
pattern directed programming languages [PLANNER, QA-4, POPLER, CONNIVER, PLASMA, etc.].
Putting these facts together, the following implementation is derived:
(exponentiate =x =n) a
;xn is computed as follows
(rules n
;the rules for n are
(0

-

1)

;if it is 0 then the value is I

else

(x * (exponentiate x (n - 1))))

;else the value is x times the value of xn'
"
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Note the following two additional facts that can help us to optimize the implementation:
(exponentiate x 1) = x
if n is even, tihen (exponentiate x n) = (exponentiate (x* x) (n / 2))
Refining the implementation using the above facts produces:
n is computed as follows
(exponentiate =x =n) E
;x
(rules n
;the rules for n are
(0
1)
1*
;if n is 0 then the value is 1
(1 --x)
;if n is 1 then the value is x

((A (-,
0) (even)) -+

;if n is nonzero and even

;then the value is (xax)(/ 2)

(exponentiate (x* x) (n / 2)))
else
(x* (exponentiate x (n - 1))))

;else the value is x * x"' l

In the evaluation of the else clause of exponentiate, it is known that n is greater that I and that it is
not even which implies that (n - 1) is non-zero and even. Therefore the expression
(exponentiate x (n - 1))

will result in redundant testing on the next invocation of exponentiate. However, the above expression
can be expanded to

(exponentiate (xs x) ((n - 1) / 2))
producing the following implementation which does not do any redundant testing:
(exponentiate =x =n) =

(rules n -

;xn is computed as fbllows

;the rules for n are

;if n is 0 then the value is 1
(0 -4 1)
;if n is 1 then the value is x
(1 -+ x)
((A (- 0) (even)) ;if n is nonzero and even
x x) (n/ 2)))
(exponentiate (x

else
(x * (exponentiate (x * x) ((n - 1) / 2))))

;then the value is (xCx)(n/2 )

;else the value is x*(xax)(n-1)/2
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The above implementation is inefficient because it uses extra storage in the recursive invocations of
itself. Applying a standard transformation [Standish et. al.: 1976, Burstall and Darlington: 1977, Strong:
19711 for translating recursive procedures into iterative procedures, produces the following
implementation:
;to compute x"
(exponentiate =x =n) E
(rules n
;the rules for n are
(0

else

-

1)

;if n is 0 then the value is 1

;else the value is given by
(exponentiateJoop x n 1))
;(exponentiateJoop x n 1) which is defined below

where
(exponentiateJoop =base =index =accumulation) E
;the iterative procedure exponentiateJoop is implemented as follows
(rules index
(1 -+ (accumulation * base))

((even) -+ (exponentiateJoop (base * base) (index / 2) accumulation))
else
(exponentiateJoop (base a base) ((indx - 1) / 2) (base accumulation)))
The procedure exponentiateJoop satisfies the following specification:
if index>0 then (exponentiate.Joop base index accumulation)

= accumulation

a base index

The above implementation was derived in consultation with Bill Ackerman. It has no "redundant
testing". The message passing aspects of this example are discussed in "Viewing Control Structures as
Patterns of Passing Messages".

SECTION IV

---

MERGING TWO SORTED SEQUENCES

The essential aspect of the second problem is to merge two sorted sequences x and y to produce a
third sorted sequence which has all the elements of x and y. The implementation of merge makes use of
the unpack operator [which is a unary prefix operator denoted by "I"] on sequences. For example If x is
the sequence [3 4] and y is1he sequence [9 8] then the following equivalences hold:
[x ly = [[3.4] 1(9 8]]
[!xy] = [!3 4] 1[9 8)3
[1x 5 x]

= [I[34] 5 [3 4]

[3 4] 98]
3 4 9 8]

= [3 4 534]
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The unpack operator is also used in pattern matching where it is restricted in use to matching the
remainder of a sequence:
if the pattern [=x !=y] is matched against [1 2 3] then
x is bound to I and
y is bound to [2 3]
if the pattern [4 =x I_=yj is matched against [4 5] then
x is bound to 5 and
y is bound to []
if the pattern [=x [4 !=y] !=z] is matched against [9 [4 3] 7 8 9] then
x is bound to 9
y is bound to [3] and
z is bound to [7 8 9]

(merge =x =y) ;to merge two sorted sequences x and y
(rules [x y]
;the rules for x ind y are
;if y is an empty sequence, the value is x
([x []] - x)
;if x is an empty sequence, the value Is y
([[] yA] y)
([[=firstx !=rest.x] [=first.y !=rest.y]] -.
;otherwise let first.x be the first element of x
;rest..x be the rest of the elements of x
;first..y be the first element of y
;resty be the rest of the elements of y
(if (first..x first-y)
;if firstjx first.y
then
;then the value is
[first.x !(merge rest.x y)]
;the sequence of firsts. followed. by the merge of rest.x and y
else
;else the value is
[first..y !(merge x rest.y)])))
;the sequence of first.y followed by the merge of x and rest.y
It is easy to prove that the above implementation meets the following specifications:
if (sorted x) A (sorted y) then (sorted (merge x y))
(elements (merge x y)) = ((elements x) U (elements y))
where (elements z) is the multi-set of all the elements of the sequence z with duplicates preserved and the
U operation likewise preserves duplicates. Using the obvious recursive definition of sorted for sequences
and elements and = for multi-sets, the proof that the above implementation meets the specifications can
probably be automated [Boyer and Moore: 1977; Luckham: 1977; Good, London, and Bledsoe: 1975;
Waldinger and Levitt: 1974; Deutsch: 1973; and Rtich, Shrobe, Waters, Sussman, and Hewitt: 1978].
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The above implemeptation of merge is analogous to the first implementation of exponentiate in
that it does redundant testing. The recursive call (merge rest.. y) redundantly tests whether or not y is
empty and the recursive call (merge x rest.y) redundantly tests whether or not x is empty.
Therefore define a new procedure (special.merge first.sl rest-l s2) which merges first.s,
sequence rests1, and a sequence s2 as follows:

a

(special.merge =firsts1 =restl -s2) B
(rules s2

([] -+ [first..sl !rest.s1])
([=first.s2 !=rest-1
2]-o
(if (first.s I first.s2)

ihen [first-i i!(specialjnerge firstj2 rest-s2 rest.l1)]
else [first.s2 !(specialinerge first-..1 rest-i rest .2)])))
where specialmerge satisfies the following specification.
if (sorted s2)

A

(sorted [first.s1 !rest.s1]) then
(specialenerge firstJl rest-sl s2) = (merge [firstsl Irest-.1] s2)

Using special.merge the implementation of the original merge function can be refined to be the
following:
(merge =x =y) =
(rules [x y]
([x []] -4 x)
([[1 y] -+ y)

([[=first.x !=rest.t] [=first.y !=rest.y] -4
(if (first.x I first-y)
then [first..x (specialnmerge first.y rest.y restx)]
else [first.y .|(specialinerge first.x rest.x rest.y])))
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Again using the standard transformation for translating a recursive procedure into an iterative
procedure, special_merge can be written iteratively as follows:
(special-merge =x =si =s2) E (specialmergeJoop x -s s2 [])
where
(specialmergeJoop =firsts1 =restsl =s2 =accumulation) S
(rules s2

([] -+ [!accumulation first_sl !rest.sl])
([=first s2 !=rest-s2] -+
(if (firsts1

.. first s2)

then (specialJmergeJoop first.s2 rest..s2 rest.s1 [!accumulation first_sl])
else (special-mergeJoop firsts1l rest.sl rest.s2 [!accumulation firsts2]))))
where specialmergejoop satisfies the following specification:
if (sorted s2) A (sorted [first.sl !restsl]) then
(specialmergeJoop firstis rests1 s2 accumulation) = [!accumulation !(merge [firstsi !rest-s1] s2)]
This produces an iterative implementation which does no redundant testing.

SECTION V

---

Path Existence Determination

The final problem is to write a procedure which will determine whether or not a path (of length
zero or greater) exists in a directed graph from some member of a set [without duplicates] of nodes X to a
member of a set of nodes Y. The implementor is provided with two procedures such that
(immediate-successors Z) is a set of the immediate successors of a node set Z and
(immediate.predecessors Z) is a set of the immediate predecessors of Z. In this section we will use U to
denote the ordinary set theoretic union of sets without duplicates. These procedures satisfy the following
properties:
if (node n) A (node m) then
(m ( (immediatepredecessors (n))) if and only if (n ( (immediate_successors (m)))
if (node-set Z) then

(immediatesuccessors 2) = Un(Z (immediatesuccessors {n))
if (node-set Z) then
(immediate.predecessors Z) = Un( Z (immediatepredecessors (n))
Below an implementation is defined such that invoking an expression of the form
(pathexists_from X to Y) returns either true or false depending on whether or not there is a path from X
to Y of length zero or greater.
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First implement a data structure called a growth that records how much of the graph has been
explored. An expression of the form (create.growth X Y)will create an actor which accepts messages of
the form (insert.ras...predecessorY(node: n)) to insert a node n as a predecessor of Y and messages of the
form (insert_as_successor.X (node: n)) to insert a node n as a successor of X. In both cases the growth
either performs the insertion or reports that the node is already known to be a successor of X or a
predecessor of Y. An expression of the form (oneat.alime r) creates an actor which only allows one
actor at a time access through it to the actor r. The properties of oneat.-t.tlne serializers are analyzed in
[Yonezawa: 1977] and [Atkinson and Hewitt: 19781
In the implementation below, use will be made of a cases expression of the following form:
(cases

(pattern, - bod))

which when evaluated creates an actor with the behavior that if it receives a message which matches any
of the pattern; then the corresponding bodyL is executed and its value is returned as the reply to the
message. If the created actor receives a message that matches more than one of the pattern i then an
arbitrary one of the corresponding body i is selected to be executed. If a message received does not match
any of the patterns then an error is signaled.
The procedure create.growth defined below creates a growth data structure that records how much
of the graph has been examined. Evaluating an expression of the form (croate.growth X Y) will produce
an actor (cieated by one-et-a-time with one acquaintance which is an actor created by evaluating the cases
expression below) which has two acquaintances which are cells called PREDECESSORS.Y_
and
SUCCESSORS..X whose initial contents are Y and X respectively.
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(create..growth =X =Y)

;to create a new growth for node sets Xand Y
(let
((PREDECESSORSY initially Y)
;let PREDECESSORS..Y initially be Y
(SUCCESSORS..X initially X))

;and the SUCCESSORS.X initially be X
(oneat.a.time

;only one activity at a time is allowed in the actor created by the cases expression below
(cases

;the cases for messages received are as follows
((insertasn..redecessorVY (node: =n)) -4
;if the message received is a request to insert a node n as a predecessor of Y
(rules n
;then the rules for n are
((4 PREDECESSORSY) -'
;if n is already an element of PREDECESSORS.Y
"already..present-as.predecessor.Y")
;then this is reported
((4 SUCCESSORS.X) -,
;if n is already an element of SUCCESSORS.X
"already-present-as.successor.X")
;then this is reported
else
(PREDE(PREDECES
Y - (PREDECESSORS.Y U (n)))
;else the node n is added to PREDECESSORS.Y
"not.present"))
;and the fact that it is not already present in the growth is reported
((insert_as successorX (node: =n)) (rules n
(( SUCCESSORS.X) ."alreadypresent.as.successor.X")
((4 PREDECESSORS.Y) -,
"already-present.as.predecessor.Y")
else

(SUCCESSORS.X 4- (SUCCESSORS.X U (nj)))
"not-present")))))
Note that it is trivial to establish the following invariants for the above module:
X c SUCCESSORS..X
Y c PREDECESSORS.Y
if (X f Y)=() then (PREDECESSORS.Y f SUCCESSORS.X)=()
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The program below uses the either construct [called "amb" in McCarthy: 1963, see also Ward: 1974]
so that the value of an expression of the form (either El E2 ) is computed by evaluating E1 and E2 in
parallel and selecting the value of whichever one finishes first. When one of these two computations
produces a reply, work on the other one is terminated. We only use the either construct in contexts where
El and E2 produce the same value when both produce values.
The implementation also makes use of the paralleLeor construct [Manna and McCarthy 1970,
Paterson and Hewitt 1971] so that evaluation of an expression of the form (parallealor El E2 ) begins
computing the values of El and E2 in parallel. If either evaluation produces the value true then the
other computation is terminated and the value of the whole expression is true. If both evaluations
produce false then the value of the whole expression is false. Otherwise the computation continues.
In the implementation below use will be made of expressions of the form (send m to t) to send a
message actor m to a target actor t.
Finally the implementation makes use of the unpack operator for sets. For example if the pattern
(=x !=y) is matched against the set (3). then x is bound to 3 and y is bound to (). Furthermore the match
is nondeterministic in the sense that if the pattern (=u --v) is matched against the set (5 6) then either u
is bound to 5 and v is bound to (6) or u is bound to 6 and v is bound to (5).
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(palhexistajrom=X to =Y) a
;to determine if a path exists from a node set Xto a node set Y
(if ((X n1
Y) # 0})
;if X intersect Y is nonempty
then true
;then the value is true
else

;else

(let ((g = (create-growth X Y)))
;create a new growth g for X and Y
(either
;compute the following two expressions in parallel and return the value of either
(successors (immediatesuccessors X) reachY)

;determine whether or not the immediate successors of X reach Y
(predecessors (immediate..predecessors Y)reach.-X))
;determine whether or not the immediate predecessors of Y reach X
where
(successors =S reachY)

;to determine whether or not the successors of a node set S reach Y
(rules S
;the rules for node set S are
;if it is the empty set then the value isfalse
() -*false)
((=an elementS !=REST.S} -4
;select an element of S and call it an.element.S
;let REST.S be (S - (an.element.S))
(parallelor
;take -the parallel_or of the following two expressions
(successors REST.S reach_Y)
;determine whether or not the successors of REST.S reach Y
(rules (send (insert_assuccessor..X (node: an.element.S)) to g)
;the rules for the result of asking g to insert anelement.S as a successor of X are
("already.present.assuccessor..X" -, false)
;if anelementlS is already present as a successor of X then the value is false
("already.present..as.predecessor.Y" -*true)
;if anelement.S is already present as a predecessor of Y then the value is true
("not.present" -4
;if an.element.S is not present in the growth g
(successors (successors (an.element.S)) reacEhY))))))
;then the value It is determined by whether or not its successors reach Y
and
(predecessors =S reach..X)

(rules S.
(11 - false)
((=an.elementS !=REST.S) -+
(parallel_or

(predecessors REST.S reachX)
(rules (send (insert as-predecessorY (node: anelement.S)) to g)

("already.presentas.predecessor.Y" -+ false).
("already.presentas_successor.X" -# true)
("not.present" -#
(predecessors (predecessors (an..element.S)) reach.,X))))))))
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I realize that the growth actor g created in the above implementation will probably be a serious
bottleneck in a multiprocessor system. The next version of this paper will contain a further refinement
of the growth abstraction that alleviates this bottleneck.
Mathematically the successors and predecessors of a node set W can be defined as follows:
(successors W) UitN (immedite..successors i W)
(predecessors W) -Ui(N (immediate..predecessors i W)
where N is the set of non-negative integers and for any function f the notation fidenotes the i-fold
composition of f with itself. I.e. for any function f,fO is the identity function and for any non-negative
i x)). The problem to be solved can be formally specified as follows:
integer i, (fi+1 x) is (f(I
(path_exlistsrom X to Y)=-true ifand only if ((successors X) n (predecessors Y))#()
if (path_,existsj.rom X to Y)=false, then ((successors X) 1`
(predecessors Y))=()
It is not difficult to demonstrate informally that the implementation meets the above specifications,
First note that the following mathematical equivalences hold:
((successors X)a (predecessors Y))j)} if and only if (Xn (predecessors Y))#()
((successors X) n (predecessors Y))#() if and only if ((successors X) n Y)14()
Furthermore the following properties hold for (successors ...
reachY) and (predecessors ...
reach.X).

(successors X reachY)=true if and only if ((successors X) NY)#()
(predecessorsY reach...X)=true if and only if (Xn (predecessors Y))01)
if (successors X reach_Y)=-false, then ((successors X) n Y)=()
if (predecessors Y reachX)=false, then (Xn (predecessors Y))={)
if (Xn Y)={), then .(predecessorsV !creachX)=(predecessors (immediate..predecessors Y)reach.X)
if (XnVY)=}, then (successors X reaehY)=(successors (immediate.successors X) reachY)
It is trivial to prove that the implementation satisfies the specifications if (Xn Y))fl. On the other hand
if (X n Y)=(), then the above properties together with the specifications of the either primitive are
sufficient to establish the result.
Work is underway to formalize the above proof using the methods of Hewitt and Attardi [19781.
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SECTION VI

---

CONCLUSIONS

In "Viewing Control Structures as Patterns of Passing Messages" there is a sketch of a proof that
any concurrent program which uses the GOTO.construct (e.g to jump out of the middle of blocks] can be
effectively transformed without any significant loss of efficiency into one which uses only ordinary
message passing [see also McCarthy: 1960 and Steele: 1977]. Theoretically this settles the question of
whether or not the absence of the GOTO is constraining in some absolute sense. However, in practice, I
do not recommend that this transformation be used. Instead programs should be synthesized by
progressive refinement of their specifications and implementations as has been attempted in .this paper.
The result that programs can be written efficiently without use of the GOTO construct does not in
and of itself imply that programs can be written efficiently without use of assignment commands. Greif
and Hewitt [1975] have developed a procedure for effectively transforming any sequential program which
uses assignment commands into an equivalent program which does not have any assignments. However,
it is not known whether or not efficiency bounds which they derive are the best that can be obtained for
typical sequential algorithms. Assignment commands are a significant source of difficulty in concurrent
programs. They can limit the amount of concurrency that is possible. Furthermore they can easily be a
source of subtle bugs because of race conditions. It is interesting to note that the programs derived in
this paper for fast exponentiation and merging sorted sequences do not make use of assignment
commands yet are essentially as efficient as the corresponding programs derived by Reynolds using
GOTO and assignment commands. In fact the only use for assignment commands in the programs
considered in this paper is to implement communication between independent concurrent processes.
These assignment commands are only used inside resources protected by serializers [Hewitt and Atkinson:
1975] which carefully schedule access to the resources which they are protecting. It is currently an open
research question what the important uses of assignment commands are in a system with a large number
of

processora

connected

by

a

high-bandwidth

packet-switched

network

beyond

implementing

communication between independent concurrent processes.
Because of the development of extremely large scale integrated circuit chips and geographically
distributed computer networks, it appears that at some point in the not too distant future almost all
programs will execute in a multiprocessor environment. Thus we should design our programming
languages and algorithms to be appropriate for this new environment.

SECTION VII

---
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preliminary version of the SMALLTALK-72 language [Shoch: 1977] which has subsequently evolved into
SMALLTALK-76 [Kay: 1977 and Ingalls: 1978]. The SMALLTALK work in turn builds on SIMULA
[Birtwistle et. al.: 19733. This paper and companion papers [Baker and Hewitt: 1977, Hewitt and Atkinson:
1977, Hewitt and Attardi: 1978] attempt to extend this programming language paradigm into the realm of
concurrent programming.
The attempt by Sussman and Steele to relate PLASMA and the actor message passing model of
computation to the lambda calculus influenced them to abandon dynamic [fluid] scoping in favor of
lexical scoping so that their language SCHEME [Steele and Sussman: 1978] could also use the paradigm
for iteration developed for PLASMA. Steele [Steele 1977] has further developed, the paradigm in the
form of a working compiler for SCHEME.
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---
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